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About Natasha

Hey gorgeous! I’m beyond excited that
you’re reading this ebook! Trying to find my
own personal success and happiness has
taken me years of trial and error.

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT HOW I
FOUND
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happiness

Believe me when I tell you I’ve done it all.
I’ve read every book, I’ve recited every
prayer and self-love mantra in the mirror. I
have put in enough work to say beyond a
shadow of a doubt I know what does and
what does not work when it comes to
letting go of the things that do not serve
me and deciding to live my life centered
among all that makes me happy.

More About

happiness

Don’t get me wrong. It’s not a life filled
with rainbows and unicorns. The clouds
still come, and sometimes I still find myself
learning how to overcome
disappointments.
But what I have found is that we all have a
responsibility that needs to be taken
seriously.
We were given this one life. This one
beautiful, crazy, messy, chaotic, glorious
life. And while nobody's life is perfect, we
do have a say in how we want it to be lived.

We can spend however many days that we
are blessed on this earth one of two ways:
we can live our lives accepting an
abundance of happiness, or we can allow
the every day stressors to control our
emotions and ultimately hold us back from
reaching our true potential.
I don’t know about you, but I’ve made my
decision, and I’d be willing to say you’ve
made yours, too - since you’re reading this.
So stick with me, because I’m sharing my
10 best secrets for how you too can find
your own personal success and live a life
filled with happiness.

Keep in mind
Happiness and success are two very
different things, but there is no reason why
they can't be interchangeable in your life.
Life should be lived as a series of
obsessions: about the things that bring you
the most joy. Once you've found your own
happiness, you can truly find success in
whatever direction your life may take you.
It's also super important to realize that
happiness and success mean different
things to different people. Everyone has
their own goal and their own story they're
striving for.
This just happens to be how I found mine. .
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you have to

believe

SECRET #1
If you’re ever going to
achieve the things you’re
wanting in your life, you have
to do two things: first you
have to believe that you
deserve them, and then you
have to believe that you’re
capable of achieving them.
Sounds simple enough, but
sometimes the biggest
obstacle standing in the way
of us reaching our dreams, is
ourself.
Think about it for a minute.
How many times have you
pulled a readily available
excuse out of your back
pocket?
"I’d start my dream company
but I can’t give up working
full time."
"I’d lose ten pounds but I just
don’t have time to exercise."
"I’d eat healthier but buying
organic is so expensive."

They see themselves
completing the entire thing
before they even step foot on
the ground for their first
training run.
Marathoners cut the bull
crap. They don’t immediately
start focusing on how
difficult those miles may be.
Instead, they see it through.
They start with the endgame
and then work backwards a
plan that will get them there.
They don’t even allow the
idea of an excuse for why
something won’t work to
invade their thoughts or
keep them from trying.

In order to make something
happen; in order to get up
and take that first step to
reaching our goal or making
our dreams come true, we
have to first believe it can
happen. If we don’t even
believe the words we’re
saying then how can we
expect anyone else to?

Whatever it is that you’re
wanting to do. Maybe it’s
lose ten pounds. Or go back
to school. Or change career
paths. Or spend more time
with your children. Whatever
your goal is, you have to first
believe that you’re capable
of making the necessary
changes to get you there,
and then you have to believe
that you deserve to see it
come to light.

I always think of this like a
marathon runner prepares
for a race.

I’ve wanted to be a writer in
some sense of the word since
I was a little girl.

"I’d do this but…"
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What is one of the first
things marathon runners do?
They visualize the finish line.
They think about how they’re
going to feel once their feet
cross over that threshold and
that medal is placed around
their neck.

you have to
SECRET #1

believe

CONTINUED

But I ended up going to college for nursing
because everyone seemed to think it was
the more practical path.
And I believed them.
When I finally decided to start writing again,
I was afraid. I thought that ship had sailed
because I didn’t have the “right” degrees or
credentials behind my name. I didn’t think
anyone would take me seriously because I
hadn’t gone to school for journalism or
creative writing, or anything remotely close
to that field.
I had chosen a different path so my fate was
to live a life as a nurse and not a writer.
Dramatic, but that’s where I was. I was stuck
in the mindset where I didn’t

believe I deserved to be a writer, nor did I
believe I was capable of making it happen.
I finally realized one day that I was the only
person holding me back. Until I tried to be a
writer, how did I know I wouldn’t succeed? I
knew that I had talent, so why keep that
bottled inside just because I thought
someone else might tell me I couldn’t write
without the appropriate degree?
So I started writing. And now I’m living my
dream as a paid writer. Because I believed
that I was capable, and I believed that I
deserved for it to happen. It took some
time, and some days a lot of positive selftalk, but I made my dream a reality.
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Worksheet

believe

IDENTIFY AREAS IN WHICH YOU HAVE SELF-LIMITING
BELIEFS. WHAT IS THAT BELIEF, WHAT FEAR DO YOU
ASSOCIATE WITH IT, AND WHAT IS SOMETHING YOU CAN
DO OR SAY TO YOURSELF TO CHANGE THAT NEGATIVE INTO
A POSITIVE BELIEF?

BELIEF
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THE FEAR

ENCOURAGING
AFFIRMATION

mindset is

everything

SECRET #2

This one is HUGE! Changing your mindset is
key to just about everything; every emotion
that we have, every situation we encounter
in life, I mean it when I say it applies to
everything! Entire books have been written
about mindset - it’s that important! Our
mindset is our predetermined way of
thinking about or emotionally responding
to any given situation. It’s a glass half
empty or glass half full kind of viewpoint.
To echo the sentiments of secret #1, if you
believe you can’t do something, then you
my friend are absolutely correct. When we
hold on to negative beliefs about
something, we are allowing our mindset to
determine the outcome before we’ve even
given whatever it is we are wanting to
achieve a fair shot.

OUR MINDSET IS A GLASSHALF-EMPTY OR A GLASSHALF-FULL KIND OF
VIEWPOINT.

WHEN WE BELIEVE WE
CAN'T DO SOMETHING, WE
ARE ABSOLUTELY CORRECT.
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change your mindset
CHANGE YOUR WORLD - IT'S THAT POWERFUL.
Just like I was stuck in the mindset
where I thought it was too late for me
to become a writer, so many people are
stuck in a mindset where they feel like
achieving their goals is dang near
impossible. But I’m here to tell you that
it’s not. You just have to change the way
you view something before you can
make it happen.
When we are telling ourselves that we
are not capable enough, or good
enough to accomplish something, we
are setting the tone for our outcomes. I
am a firm believer in that what you put
out into the universe is what you’ll get
back. So when you’re constantly
focusing on how difficult something
may be, or on your own insecurities,
then you’re going to have a hard time
manifesting anything other than a poor
outlook and a what-coulda-been
thought-process.
Instead, start looking at everything with
a fresh perspective. Rather than
complaining about how difficult a task
may be, choose to be thankful that you
have the drive and determination to see
it through. Instead of stressing or
feeling overwhelmed about the amount
of work that needs to be done, choose
to view it as another chance to succeed
and one more step to get you ahead. It’s
easy to focus on how hard something is.
But when we train our minds to see the
value in every opportunity - even those
that are downright unpleasant, we are
setting ourselves up for pattern of
behavior that will drive us to success.
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It’s even as simple as how we choose to
view our perceived competition, which
let’s be honest, now that social media is
a big thing, we can’t go anywhere
without getting a shot of our
competition shoved in our faces.
Everywhere we turn, we see someone
else living out the life we want for
ourselves. We see these perfect social
media photos portraying these perfect
lives, and it’s almost like it comes with
a subliminal message telling us we’ll
never achieve what that person has.
Guys, that’s a lie. Instead of thinking
you’re not good enough, or that you’ll
never reach the amount of success that
someone else has - focus on your own
unique qualities that make you special.
View yourself as someone capable of
achieving anything you set your mind
to. Reaching our goals first begins with
the belief that we possess the ability to
achieve them, followed by the belief
that we deserve to achieve them. Sound
familiar?
Mindset has been huge for me in a lot
of ways in my life. I’ve had to really
practice mindset shifts over the years to
get myself into a new norm with how I
perceive different situations. It’s not
always easy, and sometimes I too am
guilty of falling into old patterns. But
I’m telling you, if you can learn to see
things through a different lens, you’ll be
surprised at the benefits you’ll begin to
reap.
I’ve struggled with my weight and body
issues for as long as I can remember.

mindset
SECRET #2 CONTINUED

And more recently, I was on a quest to lose
ten pounds. Ten measly pounds that ruined
my day every morning I woke up.
They were the first things I thought about
as I stepped on the scale each morning,
they followed me to work, sat with me
during lunch, and stared me in the face
with every snack I ate each night. I was so
stuck in what that number on the scale
showed me than how I felt. More
concerned with that number than how I
was progressing in my fitness level at the
gym.
So much so, that I failed to celebrate new
PRs at CrossFit, and didn’t realize how my
clothes were fitting - just that I still hadn’t
lost those ten pounds.
Until one day I woke up and decided I was
sick of it. Instead of thinking that I wasn’t
“skinny” enough, I started focusing on how
strong I felt.
I stopped weighing myself, and stopped
working out as punishment for the food I
had eaten the day before.
Instead, I put together a fitness goal with a
training plan that would get me stronger in
the gym, and set some new personal
running goals.
Fast forward one year later and I still don’t
know how much I weigh. But the beauty of
it is: I DON’T CARE. For the first time in my
life, I don’t care what those numbers on
the scale may be.

Instead, I care about how I feel. I care
about my fitness level at the gym. I
take the time to celebrate new PRs,
and I can see that my clothes fit so
much better. I am in the best shape of
my life, and can honestly say that I am
happy with my body. Screw those ten
pounds. They don’t define me, it just
took me awhile to realize it.
When you can begin to view yourself
as someone capable of achieving
anything you set your mind to,
amazing things will happen. Reaching
our goals first begins with the belief
that we possess the ability to achieve
them, followed by the belief that we
deserve to achieve them. Sound
familiar?
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Worksheet

mindset

IDENTIFY CURRENT OPINIONS YOU HOLD, EITHER OF
YOURSELF OR OF YOUR SITUATION. THEN, CHANGE THOSE
NEGATIVE OR LIMITING MINDSETS INTO SOMETHING
POSITIVE AND ENCOURAGING. FOR EXAMPLE: CURRENT
MINDSET: I'M NOT GOOD ENOUGH. SHIFTED MINDSET: I AM
UNIQUE AND CAPABLE, I HAVE THE DRIVE TO MAKE IT
HAPPEN.

CURRENT MINDSET
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SHIFTED MINDSET

find your

why

SECRET #3

Everybody has a purpose in
this life. Maybe your purpose
is to inspire, or create. Or
maybe your purpose is to
teach, or build, or nurture.
Whatever it is, you were
given a talent and it’s your
duty to live it out. To really
make it happen. But it’s also
your duty to take it one step
further.
I’m a pretty good piano
player. But playing the piano
is not my purpose in life. It
doesn’t ignite a fire within
my soul or leave me with the
feeling that I have to play
the piano every single day or
my life’s purpose isn’t being
fulfilled.
It’s important to recognize
the difference between
being good at something
and being passionate about
something.
In order to find true
happiness, you have to figure
out what it is that gets you
out of bed every single
morning; aside from
responsibility or children
jumping on your face, of
course. Once you find that
one thing - I challenge you
to take it a step further:
WHY does it make you feel
that way?
Figuring out your reason why
is as important as any self
discovery, and I guarantee it
will make you that much
more successful in finding
happiness and your true

mission in life - if you can
properly identify WHY it is
you were called to do this
thing.
For me in my businesses, no
matter what I’m doing, it all
comes back to a common
theme: human connection
and self expression. When I
write, regardless of the topic,
I’m doing it for a number of
reasons; so that my story can
be told and I can make
connections with others, and
so that I can express my
creative side that I often
keep bottled up.
In sharing my story, I strive
to connect with other
women; to let them know
that it’s okay to be confident,
and to help them find ways
in which their strength can
shine through. It’s about
teaching self acceptance,
sharing our stories with other
people, and loving our
bodies for the unique beauty
we all possess.
Because at the end of the
day, knowing that I’ve made
a connection with at least
one other human being on
this planet is enough for me.
Knowing that I’ve done my
part to help someone else
shine or feel better
about themselves is what I
want my life’s work to be
about.
Because of my insecurities,
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Find your why
SECRET #3 CONTINUED

I spent so many years in the shadows that
now that I know better, I refuse to spend
one more second there. And if I can ensure
that no other woman feels reduced to
being silent.. someone who merely blends
in when she could rise above and stand
out? Then I have done my job. That - is my
reason why. And knowing it every single
day is what helps me continue to put
myself out there and keep pushing forward,
even on the toughest of days when it
would be 10x easier to call it quits and pull
the covers back over my head.
Our kiddos won’t let us pull those covers
back over our heads, so why should we?
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When something ignites you, dedicate the
time and energy into understanding it
more and learning ways in which you can
grow into it. Ways you can apply it to your
life, and ways you can make it your gig.
Once you fully understand your reason why,
you’ll be unstoppable.

EVERYBODY HAS A PURPOSE
IN THIS LIFE.
WHAT IS YOURS??

Worksheet

why?

IDENTIFY YOUR REASON "WHY." WHAT IS IT THAT MAKES
YOU JUMP OUT OF BED AND WANT TO DEDICATE ALL YOUR
TIME TO SOMETHING? HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL? WHY
IS IT IMPORTANT? WHAT DO YOU WANT TO SHARE WITH
OTHERS AND WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT TO YOU AND YOUR
OVERALL MISSION?

MY REASON WHY:
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LIVE WITH

intention

SECRET #4

The fourth secret to
unlocking your true
happiness and finding
success is to make the
conscious decision every
single day to live those 24
hours in front of you with
intention. Living with
intention means you've made
the commitment to live that
day to the fullest you can with a purpose. It’s
appreciating the life we’ve
been given and doing
everything we can to make it
the best life possible. Despite
obstacles. Despite being
dealt a bad hand. It’s how we
turn lemons into lemonade.
Every single day.
Living with intention involves
two steps that go together
hand in hand; making the
decision to be happy and
finding joy in everything, and
making necessary steps or
changes to work toward a
goal.
It could mean that you set
daily goals or action items
that you want to be sure you
cross off your list. It could be
making sure you take the
time to stop and enjoy the
things you encounter during
your day that bring you
pleasure; the feeling of warm
sunshine hitting your face,
the morning hugs you get
from your littles before they
head off to school. Maybe it’s
a combination of those
things. But it’s living your
best life every single day no
matter if it’s an ordinary
Tuesday or if it’s your golden
birthday.
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It gets so easy to get caught
up in our daily routine that if
we're not careful, we will find
ourselves missing out on an
incredible life. Have you ever
heard the saying that if
you’re not careful, life can
pass you by? You grow up,
graduate college, get
married, have babies, work,
pay bills, and for some - we
get so caught up in the cycle
that before we know it, years
have passed and we still
haven't taken any steps
toward fulfilling our dreams,
or - we've become so
wrapped up in that cycle
that we’ve forgotten how to
find joy in the simplest of
things.
There's a difference between
floating through life and
showing up for our lives. It's
time to start showing up.
I’m raising my hand and
waving it wildly right now
because I am incredibly
guilty of this if I’m not
careful. So I try really hard to
be careful each and every
day. I find it too easy to get
overwhelmed in my cycle of
life. The daily to-do list of all
the responsibilities of the
things that I HAVE to do, and
not necessarily the things
that I love to do. And when
this happens, I find myself
floating by. I forget to find
joy in all the things, and I
forget to live intentionally.
So I try and pause. I try and
relish in the happiness that a
really good cup of coffee
brings me, and I focus on

Live with

intention

SECRET #4 CONTINUED
the smell of the fresh air when I walk my
son to school. I embrace the day, no
matter how busy or overwhelming, and I
look at it from a viewpoint that
appreciates that busyness and looks for
opportunities to use that stress as
motivation to get me closer to my goals. It
takes effort, but that effort is so worth it.
When we make the decision to live a life
full of intention, it’s saying that no matter
what we are going to honor this life that
God has given us and we will live it to the
fullest and best of our abilities to make
our marks here on earth. It’s living your life
recognizing that you have a duty to use
the talents that God has given you and to
not let one moment of it go to waste. I
know that sounds pretty intense, and in
the big picture it is. But living with
intention can be done in so many smaller
ways that will add up to the bigger picture
eventually.
What is the biggest goal you have for
yourself at the moment? Or even a small
goal? There has to be something - that’s a
big part of why you’re curious to find out
these secrets. Whatever that goal is, you
need to be tackling it each and every day
with purpose to get you one step closer to
achieving it.
Living with intention is waking up every
single day and before even stepping one
foot out of bed, saying a silent prayer of
thanks for all that we've been given. The
love, the drive, the support systems that
stand behind us and the opportunities
that stand before us.

Start each day off by focusing on doing
something that will get you one step
closer to that endgame. Break it down into
smaller action items that are attainable,
and don’t forget to celebrate in the
victories of checking those items off your
list, or in the little things that pop up
during your day that bring you happiness.
Live each day with the purpose and
intention that you are going to use your
talents and work toward getting yourself
one step closer to achieving whatever it is
that sets your soul on fire.
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Worksheet

intentional living

IDENTIFY GOALS YOU WANT TO START WORKING ON, AND
THE STEPS YOU'LL COMMIT TO TAKING TO ACHIEVE THEM.
IDENTIFY AT LEAST ONE GOAL YOU CAN WORK ON TODAY,
THEN IDENTIFY SHORT TERM AND LONG TERM GOALS. IF
YOUR GOAL IS MORE SPECIFIC TO A FEELING: FOR
EXAMPLE, I WANT TO SPEND 30 MINUTES EVERY MORNING
BY MYSELF, IN THE QUIET, APPRECIATING THE DAY WITH A
CUP OF COFFEE - THEN LIST THAT AND WAYS YOU CAN
ENSURE IT HAPPENS.
GOALS FOR
TODAY
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SHORT TERM
GOALS

LONG TERM
GOALS

put yourself

first

SECRET #5

As a mother and a business
owner, I know firsthand the
struggles that come along
with trying to juggle multiple
things. I know how it feels at
the end of every day to lie
down in bed too exhausted
to shower, and then
remembering that I skipped
a workout simply because I
got too busy and forgot.
I know what it’s like to put
my family’s needs before my
own. As a mother, right or
wrong, I feel that’s my
responsibility. But I’ve also
done it long enough to know
that it’s not a good habit to
continue for too long, and
while I may feel the pull at
times for their needs to
come first, I've come to learn
that it doesn't have to be
every single time.
Even though there will
always be other priorities in
my life, I have learned the
importance of putting
myself, and my wants and
needs closer to the top of my
list. This doesn’t give me an
excuse to be selfish
(although to an extent that’s
not always a bad thing),
instead, it’s saying that I care
about myself and my goals
enough to make time for
what’s important to me to
get me closer to achieving
them.
Sometimes it’s hard. Some
days I don’t do the best job
of this. But ultimately I know

how essential it is for my
own self care and well-being,
so I encourage you to really
give this a good effort, and
I'll be right alongside you
doing the same.
As moms and women in
general, we have to be
creative, right? So maybe
making time for the things I
care about means setting my
alarm one hour earlier every
morning so that I can sneak
that workout in before I even
start my day. Or maybe it
means scheduling a
reminder in my phone that I
will take a bubble bath
before I go to bed tonight
because I haven't treated
myself to some R&R in a
really long time.
Or maybe it means that I’m
blocking off an hour over my
lunch break to dedicate to
studying, or working on my
next business idea. Because
ultimately, if I skip these
things that mean so much to
my personal success and
happiness, all I’m doing is
pushing myself farther away
from achieving that goal and
giving into the lie that I don’t
deserve to achieve success.
I recently joined a running
club because I want to run
my first Bix. It’s a famous
race in our city that is hosted
every summer. Runners from
all over travel to the Quad
Cities to run this race, and
I’ve lived here
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put yourself first
SECRET #5 CONTINUED

my entire life and I’ve never participated.
The downside of this running club is they
meet twice per week in the evenings. I
initially decided not to do it, because I’m
usually at home during the evening with
my family. That’s our time, and with our
son’s baseball schedule, I’m always making
sure he has everything he needs for that.
But then I realized.. I can do this.
Spending two hours, two nights per week,
away from my family will be okay. I will be
okay. And THEY will be okay. This is
important for me to do because it’s a goal
that means a lot to ME. And doing
something for myself that’s important to
me is essential for my happiness. So I
joined the club. And so far, so good.
We have to make time for the things that
are important. We just do. I can’t promise
that it’s easy, but I can promise that it’ll be
worthwhile. We can’t just wait around
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for it to be handed to us. We have to make
it happen.
When I was in graduate school, I was
working 40+ hours per week at my job,
moving, and oh.. having a baby. It was
terrible. I can’t even pretend like it wasn’t.
There were a lot of nights that I cried,
because my emotions were everywhere and
I was just plain tired. But I never gave up.
Because I knew that I wanted this degree
and I knew that I could do it. I found the
time, I made the time, and I made it
happen.
If you do have children, then this is a such
a valuable lesson that we can teach them
leading by example. When they see us
working so hard to improve our lives or
striving to achieve a goal that means so
much to us, it's showing them the value of
hard work. It's teaching them that we are
capable of anything we put our minds and
attention to.

Worksheet

put yourself first

IDENTIFY THINGS YOU CAN BE DOING FOR YOURSELF OR
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR GOALS AND STEPS
YOU'LL TAKE TO ENSURE THEY HAPPEN.

HOW I CAN PUT MYSELF FIRST:

STEPS TO ENSURE
THIS HAPPENS:
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learn
SECRET #6

new things

Always be open to the idea of learning
something new. If I could make a career
out of going to school, I would. I love it
that much. I have a Master’s Degree in
Healthcare Administration, a Bachelor’s
Degree in Nursing, a Minor in Biology, a
Certification in Nutrition and Wellness,
and I'm currently studying for the
NASM-CPT. I’m even contemplating
taking some more business courses this
year. I love learning. There’s something
about opening a fresh book and study
materials that just does it for me.
But aside from me being a weirdo,
learning is so important for growth.
Things change all the time. In
everything. Even things as simple as
social media.
When I first started my online
businesses, I was a rockstar at social
media. And then one day I realized
everything had changed. Nobody
seemed to be seeing my posts,
messages were getting lost, I couldn't
access old links - all because the
algorithm changed. Now, to be super
honest, that’s an entirely different topic
for a whole other day. But my point is
this: I got comfortable in what I knew.
And when everything I knew changed, I
panicked and didn’t know what to do. I
had relied on something that simply
didn't work anymore, and I didn't have
any new knowledge to back myself up.
So what did I do? I didn’t hang up my
hat and give up. Instead, I enrolled in
some social media courses and I
learned about the algorithm changes.
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I also dedicated time to figuring out
other methods for growing a business
outside of social media, knowing that I
needed to learn about other avenues
and not get stuck putting all my eggs
into one basket.
I used to get really nervous about the
things I didn't know. Now I can laugh
when I look back on how far I've come,
and the things that scared me that
come so easily now. It also helps me
realize that I am capable of learning
just about anything I set my mind to
(except maybe advanced calculus).
What may seem so foreign now, may be
something I end up mastering in the
future. The possibilities truly are
endless.
Now I strive to learn something new
every day. In anything and everything.
The more we can learn and the more we
know, the better equipped we’ll be in
so many aspects in life.
Continuing to learn and evolve with the
changes - in business, and life, will help
keep you on top of your game. It will
open up your mind to fresh ideas, keep
you engaged, and help you stay excited
about your path.
It’s easy to get comfortable in routine
and feeling safe with what you know.
It’s also so easy to get stuck in your own
way of thinking that you miss
opportunities to try something new. But
when you allow yourself to be
challenged, that’s when real
opportunity for growth begins.

Worksheet learn

something new

IDENTIFY AREAS IN YOUR LIFE OR BUSINESS THAT HAVE
POTENTIAL FOR LEARNING/GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES.
THEN COME UP WITH WAYS YOU CAN PERSONALLY AND
PROFESSIONALLY GROW IN THOSE AREAS.

AREAS FOR GROWTH

HOW CAN I LEARN
MORE?
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Assemble an

a-team

SECRET #7
I used to think that in order
to succeed I had to be the
best at everything I did. I
thought that success meant
it would be my name in
flashing lights. That me, as a
solo act, made it happen.
I think we all grow up with
this pressure to be the best.
We have to go to the best
schools and get the highest
grades so that we can earn
our spot at the most
prestiges universities and get
the highest paying jobs, and
become an authority in
whatever career we choose.
On top of this we have to be
the strongest in the gym, and
physically look the best, and
be the funniest, and the
most creative, and win all
the awards.. Not to mention
we have to always be on top
of our game when it comes
to parenting so we don’t get
mom-shamed. And it’s just so
freaking impossible to do all
that.
And something I’ve never
understood - is if you truly
are the best at something where do you go from there?
You’ve peaked - what can
you possibly learn or do
next? Hint: find ways to keep
learning new things ;)
It’s been one of the most
beneficial things for me to
understand that for one, I am
not the best at everything I
do, and that two, that’s
completely okay.
Instead, striving to surround
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myself with people who are
smarter at certain things
than I am, and (gasp) better
than me at certain things,
has allowed me to grow as a
person, and ultimately help
me succeed more, because I
am assembling the absolute
best team that I can find.
When you are afraid of being
overshadowed by someone
who may be smarter than
you, or better at something
than you, instead of focusing
on what they could bring to
the table and how they can
help you succeed, then you
will get stuck. You will stay
in place and watch everyone
else pass you by.
Instead, make it your goal
that you will seek out other
experts. That you will put
together the best possible
team imaginable. It will be
comprised of those who
exhibit all of the
characteristics you want
associated with your brand,
or with the knowledge to
help you reach a goal.
It’s okay to admit to yourself
that maybe you don’t always
know the best way to get
something done. Learn from
people who have different
perspectives than you. Try
and see what it is that they
see so you can attack your
goal with a fresh set of eyes.
Don’t be afraid to surround
yourself with people who you
strive to be like. Don’t get
this confused with negative
self-comparison - it's okay to
be different, and

it’s okay if they’re better at
something than you. I keep
saying this because it’s true.
You will always find someone
who is better than you at
something. And that’s okay.
What you should always be
doing is focusing on finding
people who get it. You don’t
have to be a solo act. It’s
okay to rely on someone else.
These are the people who
will ultimately bring out the
best in you, because you all
have different characteristics
and talents that when put
together will create
something really dang
magical.

Worksheet

build your team

BRAINSTORM AREAS IN WHICH YOU'D LIKE TO
PERSONALLY OR PROFESSIONALLY GROW. WHAT ARE
THINGS YOU COULD BE BETTER AT? WHO ARE PEOPLE
THAT COME TO MIND AS BEING "EXPERTS" IN THOSE
AREAS, AND HOW CAN YOU LEARN FROM THEM?

AREAS I COULD
IMPROVE IN:

EXPERTS IN THIS
FIELD:

HOW CAN I LEARN
FROM THEM?
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do somethiing that

scares you

SECRET #8

everything is meant to be easy. Life is not
always a cake walk. But when we let fear
stand in the way of our freedom; then it’s
the same as giving up entirely. Instead, we
need to learn to look fear in the eye, and
do what scares us anyway. Courage is not
an absence of fear, instead, it’s saying yeah,
I might be scared, but I’m going to try it
anyway.

Georgia O’Keeffe once said something
really, really amazing. She said “I’ve been
absolutely terrified every moment of my
life - and I’ve never let it keep me from
doing a single thing I wanted to do.”
I’d encourage you to read that one through
a couple more times.
How many times have you let the fear of
the unknown keep you from trying
something you wanted to do? I have. Many
times. For as long as I can remember I have
let my anxiety over just about everything
stand in the way of me living my life
intentionally. It’s only been within the last
few years that I’ve really come to realize
how much of a hindrance that has been.
I never want to reach the end of my life
and look back on all the opportunities I
missed because I was too afraid to try. Not
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There were multiple times throughout my
life where I missed opportunities to try new
things, to really test my abilities, because I
let fear of the unknown and the comfort of
routine take the reigns. I always knew that
I was smart, but I never truly believed that
I was anything special. I never felt pretty
enough, or thin enough, or funny enough.
My writing was never good enough. I wasn’t
athletic enough. I always had this image in
my mind of what society felt I should be,
and by the standards I thought I should
believe, I just didn’t measure up. I was
afraid that if I took a chance, I would fall
flat on my face in front of everyone, and
that was a risk I just didn’t want to take.
About five years ago when I decided to
start writing and blogging again, I wanted
to contribute to more than just my
personal page. After a lot of hesitation and
positive self-motivational talk, I sent in an
application and a sample piece to a local
blogging group. I was immediately
rejected. My worst fear in regards to my
writing ability had come to light. I was
being told by a publication that I was not
their type and that I wasn’t ready. In
reality, their email back was very short and
polite. But all I could read and all I could
hear was that I just wasn’t good enough.
But you know what? I had faced rejection
and at what detriment to me? I was okay. I
wasn’t in physical pain. Sure my pride
might have been a little injured, but I

do somethiing that

scares you

SECRET #8 CONTINUED

wasn’t hurt. They didn’t take away my pens
or my laptop and tell me I couldn’t write
anymore. I didn’t lose my family, I wasn’t
being ostracized. My fear had come true
but I was still standing. And more so, I was
still writing.
So I waited a couple of weeks and I
submitted to a different platform; this one
on a national level. After about three
grueling weeks I received an email back
stating they wanted to publish my article;
that they loved it, and if I gave permission
for the posting, I would even receive
compensation.
I think it’s really important to emphasize
here that after that first rejection I had two
choices. One: I could let it beat me down,
tell myself I was right, I never should have
tried, and give up entirely on my dream. Or
two, I could have picked myself up, dusted
myself off, and kept going. Which is
thankfully what I did.
The first blogging group wasn’t the right fit
- for a lot of reasons. But I’ve found so
many other better fits since. I didn’t let
that fear or the fact that it came true hold
me back from trying again. And I’ve reaped
better benefits because of it. That first paid
article is what gave me the confidence to
keep going - or, better yet, the tenacity
and the drive I had to try again after facing
rejection is what has given me the
confidence to keep going.
I realize that It’s definitely too late to take
younger me by the shoulders and shake
some good old common sense into her. But
it’s not too late to change my narrative. I
still suffer from anxiety, I still find myself
terrified of the unknown. But I no longer
let those fears or feelings control my
decisions or my happiness. Instead, I use
them as motivation to propel me forward.
When I start to feel fear creeping back in, I
use it as fuel for my fire. I remind myself of
that rejection

email from time to time, and it makes me
smile. Because I know that I am better, and
stronger because of it.
Whatever it is that is causing you to pause,
whatever fear you are letting hold you back
- it’s time to let it go. I can’t promise that
things will go your way. But I can promise
you that you will live a life of regret if you
are constantly too afraid to try.
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Worksheet get

scared/be brave

IDENTIFY SOME THINGS YOU'VE WANTED TO DO BUT FEAR
HAS HELD YOU BACK. WHAT IS IT ABOUT THOSE THINGS
THAT SCARES YOU? WRITE DOWN YOUR BEST AND WORST
CASE SCENARIO FOR TRYING EACH THAT YOU CAN THINK
OF.

I'VE ALWAYS
WANTED TO::
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I'M SCARED
BECAUSE:

BEST & WORST
CASE SCENARIO:

embrace

failure

SECRET #9
To piggyback on secret #8, I
know now that I was so
scared to try so many things
because I was afraid of
failing. And worse, I was
afraid of the judgement that
would accompany that
failure.
I hate to break it to you, and
I hate to be the bearer of
bad news, but you will fail.
You will not get it right every
single time. You will make
mistakes, and then you will
make mistakes again. It’s
what we do. We’re human,
we’re imperfect, and we will
not always succeed the first
few go-arounds. I know that’s
a depressing thought, but it’s
one of the biggest life
lessons you can learn and I
would be doing you a
disservice if I didn’t give you
the heads up.
Two years ago I was fired
from a job for the first time
in my life. In every position I
had ever held, I was always
regarded as a star-employee.
But here I was, sitting in an
office in front of two
superiors, being told that I
just wasn’t cutting it. I
cannot begin to tell you the
emotions that surfaced
because of that. I was feeling
all the feelings. And worst of
all, I felt like the biggest
failure.

and look in on things from
the outside, I was able to see
it all so much more clearly.
I wasn’t happy in that role. I
wasn’t giving it my all,
because ultimately I didn’t
believe in the mission of the
company. I didn’t believe in
what I was selling. The job
wasn’t in line with my
personal mission, and it
didn’t light a fire in me. I was
merely showing up every
morning and going through
the motion and repeating
the cycle day after day. I was
floating through this job and
my life because what else
was I supposed to do?
I learned a lot about myself,
my goals, and what I wanted
out of my life from that one
big failure.
Once I was able to see that it
was really a blessing in
disguise, I was able to find
some takeaways from that
entire situation and use
them as non-negotiables and
plans for the next chapter in
my life. I failed, but I also
learned so many valuable
lessons because of it. It also
allowed me the opportunity
to dedicate my time to
growing my business and
investing my time and
energy into something that I
cared so deeply about.

But once I was able to
remove myself from the
situation, to really sit back
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embrace failure
SECRET #9 CONTINUED

But just because something doesn’t go as
you had planned, doesn’t necessarily mean
you’ve failed. A friend once told me that
it’s only considered a failure if you give up.
Otherwise it’s just a stepping stone to
learning and trying it again a different way.
Falling off the wagon or finding yourself
repeating old behavior is not necessarily a
failure. So you cheated on your diet? Okay.
Re-evaluate the plan you’re on and ask
yourself some tough questions. Is this plan
too restrictive? Are you giving it your all?
Look for ways that you can improve,
instead of focusing on what didn’t work.
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Instead of getting so caught up in your
failures, or what may feel like a failure, to
find real and true success and happiness
you need to instead learn how to embrace
failure. Because when something goes
wrong it doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s
over. It just means that it wasn’t the right
time, or you didn’t go about it the right
way. Learning to view failures as learning
opportunities will help you get it right the
next time. Or the next time after that.
Embracing failure will allow you to look at
something with a fresh perspective, and
give you the courage to try something new.
Without failures, how will we ever succeed?

Worksheet

embrace failure

IDENTIFY INSTANCES IN WHICH YOU FELT LIKE YOU
FAILED. WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM THOSE EXPERIENCES,
AND WHAT CAN YOU DO DIFFERENTLY NOW?

TIMES I'VE FAILED:

WHAT I CAN LEARN
FROM IT:
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Stop caring about what other
people think

SECRET #10

Having the courage to stand up and be
unapologetically confident is one of the
best qualities you can possess. Even if it
scares the crap out of you, still doing it is
so important.
I saved the best for last. I can’t be the only
person who has told you this. The secret
has been out on this one for awhile now. In
order to really live the life you’ve dreamed
of, and to hold true to all the other secrets
you just learned - you have to stop caring
what other people might think about you.
Worrying about criticisms, or judgements
from those who truly don’t matter will hold
you back. Every. Single. Time. There’s
absolutely no way around that. God didn’t
create you to live a life pleasing everyone
but yourself. He created you for a specific
purpose. And that purpose is unique to
you. Not what your social media followers
may think. Not what you see celebrities
doing, or the people you perceive to be
popular.
He didn’t design you to follow your
parent’s dreams, or to copy what your
friends are doing. He designed you to be
different, and special, and unique. You
have to stay true to you. Even if it feels
lonely sometimes, and even if people
laugh.
We all get judged sometimes, but it
doesn’t matter. Other people’s opinions
honestly do not matter. If you are living a
life that’s true to you and you’re doing
what God has intended, then let people
talk. Let people think or say whatever they
want, because it holds no bearing on
anything you do. I can promise you that the
people who judge you feel inferior to you.
The people who laugh or roll their eyes
don’t understand the journey or want to
see you succeed. Do it anyway.
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When I was four years old, my mom took
me and a friend to our local Zoo. I still
remember so much about that day that it
honestly feels like we were there yesterday.
We had just finished seeing the elephants,
my absolute favorite animals, and
wandered into the monkey cage exhibit.
There was a huge group standing in a
circle around one of the cages. Being
inquisitive, the three of us pushed our way
right to the front and stood in the center of
the crowd. Slowly, I watched as a
chimpanzee who was moments before
going crazy in her cage, stop and make eye
contact with me. She slowly reached down
and grabbed something, never taking her
eyes off me, and before I knew it, I was
covered in her poop. Every single person in
that room laughed and pointed at me.
Now, there are a few really important
things to mention here. Number one, is
that sometimes life shits on you. Number
two, is that it’s really impolite to stare. But
number three is the most important: if
you’re going to take the chance and stand
where no one else dares, you have to be
prepared for the laughter. And the
pointing. And the talk that will happen
behind your back. You have to be prepared
that there will be people who will not
support you or want to help you, and the
most hurtful of all, that some people will
actually back away from you when you
need them the most. Let them.
Find that courage deep within your soul
and use it as fuel to keep moving forward
and away from the haters and the
naysayers who don’t understand you.

Stop caring about what other
SECRET #10 CONTINUED

people think

Let them laugh. Let the talk. Let them
disbelieve. Let them do whatever they want
because at the end of the day, it holds no
bearing over you.
I could have let that instance when I was
four hold me back. And honestly, maybe
the embarassment I felt was a contributing
factor to my insecurities I later faced. But
looking back, I wish I would have had the
courage to just laugh right along with
them.
You can’t control other people. You will
spend too much time exhausting yourself
even trying.
So stop.
Instead of focusing on what other people
might say or think or do, focus on you.
You have to, because you were given this
one life. This one precious life is yours, and
it’s your right to be happy.
Your happiness, and you achieving your
goals and making your dreams a reality is
not dependent upon other people
approving of you.
Your happiness is up to you, and only you.
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worksheet others' opinions don't matter
THE ONLY OPINION THAT MATTERS IS YOUR OWN. WRITE
DOWN ALL THE AMAZING THINGS YOU LOVE ABOUT
YOURSELF.
I AM AMAZING, AND CAPABLE, AND DESERVE HAPPINESS.
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final thoughts on

happiness

Thank you so much for diving into these
secrets with me. It’s taken me a long time
to get past my own fears and obstacles
that I created to live a life intentionally
and without fear in a way that fulfills me. I
know that if it’s been possible for me, then
it’s possible for you. Stop letting the
inconsequential things hold you back. You
were created for greatness and you deserve
every single second of it.
So say goodbye to a limited life. Say
goodbye to standing in the shadows
watching everyone else pass you by. This
time is yours, and this life belongs to you.
You deserve it, you are capable, and you
are worthy. Now go be great.
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